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READ
• Luke’s gospel from 9:51-19:44 begins with Jesus determined to go to Jerusalem and
culminates with His triumphal entry to the city. This section could be summarized as
“the Road to the Cross.”
• Read Luke 13:22-30 and consider what lesson the Holy Spirit intends us to learn.
EXAMINE

• In verse 22, Jesus is said to be on a “journey to Jerusalem.” Why is that important? What
was Jesus heading there to accomplish (see Luke 9:51 and the phrase “taken up”)?
• A question of “how many will be saved?” prompts Jesus not to answer but to warn people
about the urgency to be saved. Look at the scriptures below and summarize the warnings
Jesus gives:
• 24 –
• 25-27 –
• 28-29 –
• As Jesus sums up in verse 30, “Some are last who will be first, and some are first who will be
last.” How does this relate to the warnings he gave earlier?
APPLY

• Does a “narrow door” imply that getting saved is a difficult thing? If so, how would you explain
that? If it implies something different, what does it mean?
• “We ate and drank with you and listened to you teach” are qualifications people gave Jesus
for entrance into the Kingdom of God. What are some similar thoughts people have about
what qualifies them for entrance
into heaven?
• There’s an urgency in this text that people would truly be saved before time runs out. Who is
on your mind and heart to share the gospel with? End your time in this study by praying for
that person. Ask that Jesus would help you give gracious warnings like He has to us.
PRAY

• Take time to write out below a prayer of praise, confession of sins and/or requests based on
this passage:
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